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We Drive SMA is pleased to feature...

Mr. Larry Mills
Magician Extraordinaire!

Larry Mills is a retired, 82 year old magician who, for the past several years, has been visiting rural schools in the campo who are
part of the Feed The Hungry food delivery program. Together with Feed The Hungry drivers, Larry will travel to different schools
and put on his magic show, performing magic tricks for the mesmerized children while the weekly food is being delivered. By the
looks on their faces, the children are spellbound, many almost certainly never having seen a magician in their lives.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
About Larry...

Larry Mills, once a magician to the United Nations in New York City, has been a member of the International Brotherhood of
Magicians for over 60 years. He does magic for the Feed The Hungry children at the various schools as the food is being
delivered. You can Google “magic in the country larry mills” to see him doing magic for other Mexican children or copy and
paste:
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LarryMills MagicInTheCountry2013
He learned from the professional magicians in New York City, going to the International Brotherhood of Magician's monthly
meetings for many years in his twenties and thirties. Larry has children (of all ages) "hooked" within 15 seconds, and always gets
more from the youngsters than he gives. For example, you can see a 1 1/2 minute video of magic that took place in the
countryside for four Mexican communities that are often considered "too far to contact" by the local government, with a team of
volunteers who give the children food, blankets and toys once a year. They have never seen an 82+ year old magician, much
less a tuxedo and an opera hat. Look at their expressions!!!
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Any driver who would like to be part of this wonderful celebration should notify the driver coordinator and arrangements will be
made with the school to allow Larry to put on his enchanting show.

Something not usually seen in the campo!

The looks on their faces speak for themselves...priceless!
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Larry "making some magic"...

And more magic...!
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